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matrix games




Matrix games are a free-form narrative gaming method in
which the effects of games actions are largely determined
through player debate and discussion, rather than umpire
adjudication or prewritten rules.
The procedure is deceptively simple:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The current player announces an ACTION and its intended
EFFECT.
The current player offers a series of PRO arguments as to why
the ACTION would be successful.
Other participants offer PRO and CON arguments.
The ACTION is resolved based on the balance of arguments
put forward.

OP Paraquet
BRITISH PLAYER: “I will assault the Argentine troops in Grytviken using my Royal
Marines and SAS elements. I think I will be successful because, first, my troops
are of superior quality; second, the enemy is isolated and demoralized; and
third, I have fire support from HMS Antrim and Plymouth.”

ARGENTINE PLAYER: “I think the assault will fail because my troops are more
numerous and in defensive positions.”

Discussion about these arguments follows, and each is applied as a positive or
negative dice roll modifier.

Combat is resolved, and the British player secures a major victory. It is decided
that Argentine garrison has surrendered after a very brief fight.

matrix games






Matrix games do not (usually) involve rigorous, validated
models—although they might be used as an adjunct to
such methods.
Matrix games can address complex, multi-sided issues.
Matrix games encourage creative approaches across the
DIME/PMESII spectrum.
Matrix games are fast and easy to both design and play.

Pournelle 2017

matrix games
Many seminar
games are 2-3
turns of open
“play,” limiting
adaptive
action/reaction.

The paradox of
authoritative
wisdoms.

Schelling: no person,
“no matter how rigorous
his analysis or heroic his
imagination” can “draw
up a list of things that
would never occur to
him.”

Pournelle 2017

wisdom of crowds


Robust evidence from research on intelligence analysis
and prediction shows that crowds outperform individuals
(Tetlock and Gardner 2015, Brynen 2017), especially when
some framework for opinion aggregation is provided.

applications










Canadian efforts to improve the quality of strategic planning (Dixson
et al 2015).
Examination of the rise of ISIS, the Libyan civil war (Nicastro and Platz
2016), emerging strategic issues in Europe (Barsness and Angert 2016),
future political crisis in Africa, and tensions in the South China Sea and
Korean Peninsula.
Training human rights workers in mass atrocity prevention (Brynen
2016).
Consideration of future UK military technology investment (Curry and
Price 2014).
Analysis of multi-agency planning in Australia (Mitchard and Ng 2011).
Training of US intelligence analysts, including those in the Central
Intelligence Agency.
Language training for military personnel (Durando 2016, Manrique
2017).
Security preparations for the Vancouver Winter Olympic games (Zeger
2011).

the basics



Works best with 4-6 players.
Adjudication methods:




umpire (free kriegspiel)
consensus or voting
weighted probabilities

Declare
ACTION

Describe
EFFECT

Identify
PROS and CONS

ADJUDUCATE
OUTCOME

the basics


weighted probability adjudication:


Roll two dice:






+1 for each good PRO
-1 for each good CON
7+ needed for success

adjusted score

result

2 (or less)

catastrophic failure

3-4

major failure

5-6

failure

7-9

success

10-11

major success

12 (or more)

overwhelming success

players and/or facilitator apply appropriate effects

combat resolution


The entire point of a matrix game is rapid “rough and
dirty” PMESII play, NOT detailed, granular combat
modelling.





resolution by PRO/CON arguments
resolution by SCRUD (Simple Combat Resolution Using Dice)

elimination, or step loss/retreats as appropriate
unit type

combat
modifier

mechanized infantry, armour

+2

special forces

+1

regular infantry

0

low-quality infantry

-1

militia, police

-2

SCRUD examples
Side A rolls 3 dice (one for each unit), and
lines them up highest to lowest.
Side B rolls 2 dice (one for each unit), and
lines them up highest to lowest.

The dice are then compared, and
in each pairing the highest die
wins.

+1
elite
(=6)

Different colours
of dice represent
different troop
types.

The government rolls 2 dice
(one for each unit), and
lines them up highest to
lowest.

+0
regulars
(=4)

Bonuses and penalties are then
applied, depending on troop
quality.
The dice are then compared, and
in each pairing the highest die
wins.

The protesters roll 4 dice
(one for each unit), and
lines them up highest to
lowest.

-2
-2
-2
-2
protesters protesters protesters protesters
(=2)
(=3)
(=3)
(=4)

ISIS CRISIS

a few more basics


ongoing effects




spendable bonuses






multiple successful arguments needed for success

negotiations, agreements, and interaction




bonuses (usually marked by tokens) that can be “spent” to gain a die
roll modifier to a relevant action (arms, money, morale, political capital,
etc.)

privileged arguments
secret actions
levels of protection, big projects




actors may be assigned enduring bonuses or penalties for certain
actions, representing capabilities, political constraints, etc.

player actors vs non-player-actors

consequence management



end-of-turn effects
“fog, friction, and the law of unintended consequences” as SME player

more ISIS CRISIS








SUNNI SYMPATHIES. Daesh enjoys a “home court advantage” in Sunni-majority areas. Ongoing
effect: All ACTIONs taking place in Sunni-majority areas gain a +1 bonus. ACTIONs taking place in
Shi‘ite or Kurdish-majority areas suffer a -1 penalty, however.
MOMENTUM. Recent successes have emboldened your fighters and rallied new recruits around your
black banner of jihad. Ongoing effect: If your ACTION is successful and your adjusted dice score is
10 or more, immediately take another ACTION. You may do this multiple times.
MILITARY SHORTCOMINGS. Despite billions in weapons and training, the Iraqi armed forces are
poorly organized and led, and riddled with patronage and corruption. Ongoing effect: All military
actions outside of Baghdad and Shi‘ite areas suffer a -1 penalty. This should be treated as a “big
project” requiring at least 2 ACTIONs to fix.
PATRONAGE AND CORRUPTION. Government actions are hampered by corruption, political
infighting, patronage, and weak institutions. Ongoing effect: All non-military actions suffer a -1
penalty. This should be treated as a “big project” requiring 2 successful ACTIONs to fix.



LIMITED HORIZONS: Kurdish politicians are largely focused on Kurdistan. Ongoing effect: Any actions
outside Kurdish-majority areas suffer a -1 penalty.



FEAR AND LOATHING: Many Sunnis might fear Daesh, but many loathe the Shi‘ite -dominated
central government just as much. Ongoing effect: Any ACTIONs taken directly against Daesh suffers
a -2 penalty. ACTIONs taken against non-Daesh actors in Sunni-majority areas gain a +1 bonus.



POLITICAL CONTRAINTS. Political concern at being sucked back into an Iraqi quagmire, coupled
with cautious Rules of Engagement, limit both risk and military effectiveness. Ongoing effect: Suffer 1 penalty to all offensive actions that involve direct use of US military force. However, because of
this caution the US only suffers a major failure on a modified dice score of 3, not 3 or 4



HEGEMONIC NEIGHBOUR? Iranian involvement in Iraq only deepens Sunni suspicions. Ongoing
effect: Any unsuccessful ACTION by Iran directly against the Sunni opposition or Daesh provides that
actor with a +1 bonus to their next ACTION.

Mouat 2016

discussion?
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aim


starter kit




construction kit





rules, introductory scenarios, basic components
support user development of games of scenarios
encourages creativity in game design

primary target audiences


serious games applications








defence
diplomacy and foreign policy
security and intelligence
development and humanitarian assistance
secondary and higher education

cost vs risk trade-off


The Game Crafter print-on-demand

what’s inside
Isomorphic
urban map
tiles.

80 smaller
marker disks.

10 assorted
two-sided
marker
tracks.

MaGCK User
Guide and
sticker index.

Rules and
briefings for 2
games: ISIS
CRISIS and A
RECKONING
OF VULTURES.

210 game
tokens in 8
colours.

792 stickers depicting
134 different units
types, assets, and
effects, plus 63 blanks.

18 dice in
assorted
colours.

what’s not inside (but also included)


ISIS CRISIS map





sticker templates





downloadable
wide format or tiled
downloadable
permits printing of unlimited
numbers of additional stickers
using 25mm/1” removable blank
stickers and any laser printer

additional resources


as they become available

why we did it this way


icons





tokens





heft, stackable, two-sided
easily customizable using 25mm/1” blanks

scenarios






generic, adaptable
did NOT use NATO APP-6C because they are opaque to
most non-military personnel

ISIS CRISIS: shows utility of matrix gaming to explore
contemporary complex warfare across DIME/PMESII
spectrum at theatre strategic/operational level
RECKONING OF VULTURES: shows advanced matrix gaming
technics, urban/tactical level, across DIME/PMESII spectrum

versatile and expandable

versatility

future possibilities


expansion kits?




air
naval
civilian (diplomacy, aid, public policy)
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not to be forgotten
CARDINAL RULE OF MATRIX GAME DESIGN:

Modifications should not place an undue or disproportionate
burden on game flow.

richer combat resolution




effects of hits, step losses
unit posture
unit type

larger or distributed groups




play by email (etc)
multiple COAs
games-within-games

ISIS CRISIS for 30+


decision-making procedures unique to each team








player special abilities and objectives







The Iraqi and Kurdish teams were split by internal political rivalries, and
had to decide on their ACTION by majority vote.
The Sunni opposition had to agree on their ACTION by consensus—
failing this, a random team member acted that turn.
The President could decide for the US team, unless opposed by all
other US team members (representing domestic political opposition to
a controversial course of action).
The Caliph of Daesh and the Supreme Leader of Iran had final
decision-making authority within their respective teams.
Members of the Iraqi cabinet could veto ACTIONs in their area of
responsibility.
Some members of the Iraqi team wished to depose Prime Minister alAbadi and take his place.
Some members of the Kurdish team could veto actions in those
provinces dominated by their own political party.
Members of the Sunni opposition each were assigned different
provinces as their “home turf.” They were the only ones who could act
there, and greater power at home was an individual goal of each
player, in addition to their shared Sunni objectives.

restrictions on who could meet whom

limiting information



briefings and shaping player behaviour
fog of war



two-sided markers
dummy markers

hybrid games




matrix games as scenario-generator
matrix game as stress test
matrix game as “emergency rule generator” for more
conventional wargame


example: RCAT DRDC playtest

common issues








ACTIONs that aren’t actions
talking too much
doing too much/magical conjuring
representing time
goals and victory conditions
social engineering
problem participants





“it’s too simple”
endless arguing

influential seniors

matrix game design



Consider your purpose.
Is a matrix game suitable?
Think about your players.



knowledge, seniority, expectations
Decide on the actors.















4-6 optimal
opposing views
rich interrelationship

Avoid too much complexity.
Consider how physical components will affect gameplay.
Briefings should inform and encourage appropriate
perspective.
Consider everything else:


venue, time, breaks, material to improvise with
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In the distant Republic of Matrixia…
A Reckoning of Vultures is set in the capital of the fictional Republic of
Matrixia.
There, in the ornate Presidential Palace, surrounded by his most loyal
Presidential Guards, the President-for-Life is on his death-bed—and various
power-hungry factions are jostling to take power themselves.
Once the President passes, competition between these would-be
successors will escalate to open conflict, until the Central Committee of
the Ruling Party can meet and agree on a new leader…

the factions
The Central Security and Intelligence Directorate (CSID) are Matrixia’s
shadowy—and much-feared—secret police, responsible for maintaining a
close watch on both dissidents and potential rival power centres within the
regime. Although lacking large numbers of armed personnel, covert CSID
operatives are well-placed to blackmail, influence, sabotage, subvert, or spy.
The Matrixian Armed Forces can call upon large numbers of military personnel
located in three major military bases around the capital. Inter-service rivalries
and the influence of other factions may mean, however, that not all MAF units
are loyal or obey orders.
The Ministry of the Interior has authority over police and emergency services
personnel in the capital. Although MoI units are well-positioned across the
city, most are inferior in combat capability to those of the regular military.
Much of what happens in Matrixia is manipulated by a group of rich and
powerful Oligarchs, who both control much of the business sector and have
deep ties to the country’s major criminal syndicates. Although they have only
a few private security guards and mercenaries to safeguard their position,
they have considerable wealth that can be used further their political
ambitions.
The National Union of Toilers represents the downtrodden workers of the
country. NUT hopes to mobilize the masses and advance their political
agenda through strikes, demonstrations, and direct action. If they can arm
some of their followers and form a workers’ militia, they could become very
powerful indeed.

the phases
1.

As Vultures Circle (matrix game)





2.

By Beak and Talon (matrix game)





3.

the President-for-Life is dying
no open warfare
plot, prepare, subvert
when the marker track reaches 0, the President dies
the President-for-Life is dead!
anything goes
control of strategic locations will influence final phase
when the the marker track reaches 10, the Central
Committee of the Ruling Party meets

The Buzzards’ Feast (voting game)



the Central Committee decides on a new President
money and control of strategic locations matter

set up


Place the assets listed under “deployment” on your
briefing sheet on the map in the following order:

Matrixia Armed Forces (MAF)

1.


2.
3.
4.
5.

Special rule: MAF commander must declare
whether they hold rank in the Army, Navy, or
Air Force.

Ministry of the Interior (MoI)
Oligarchs
National Union of Toilers (NUT)
Central Security and Intelligence
Directorate (CSID)

As Vultures Circle
1.

Central Security and Intelligence
Directorate (CSID)


2.
3.
4.
5.

roll for health of President at start of each CSID turn

Matrixia Armed Forces(MAF)
Ministry of the Interior (MoI)
Oligarchs
National Union of Toilers (NUT)

REMEMBER: No fighting!

By Beak and Talon
1.

Central Security and Intelligence
Directorate (CSID)


2.
3.
4.
5.

roll for meeting of Central Committee at start of each CSID
turn (after first)

Matrixia Armed Forces(MAF)
Ministry of the Interior (MoI)
Oligarchs
National Union of Toilers (NUT)

Anything goes!

The Buzzards’ Feast
1.
2.

Determine the votes each player receives
from the control of strategic locations.
Each player secretly rolls 2d6.



3.

May reroll one die for Parliament, Party HQ.
May temporarily “sell” die, sight unseen, for cash.

Total and reveal the votes (locations+dice). If
one player has majority, they are declared
winner. If not, the lowest-scoring player is
eliminated, and return to Step 2.


At end of game, player with most cash places
second. Those without escape route are
imprisoned, or worse…
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